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The above problem is solved with 
of the theory of elasticity [1] 

the aid of solutions of the static equation 

Au+ +paddivn=O 
u Is the displacement vector 

CJ Is the Poisson’s ratio ) (0.1) 

In the process of solution It became necessary to find new formulas for the 
transformation of solutions of Equation (0.1) from one center to another 
(transfer formulas), which are not given In [l]. The solution of the bound- 
ary value problem Is sought in the form of series with unknown coefficients 
which are determined, as ln [l], from an Infinite system of linear algebraic 
equations [ 23. 

We are going to make use of the following axlsynnnetrlcal solutions 

rlor ones pr and 
the so called exterior solutions ulc and vl,, , and the lnte- 

91,. . They have the form ( f and 
dlnates, er’and eg are the corresponding unit vectors ! 

are spherical coor- 

P&’ e) = 8 C B,P, (~09 0) 0, + a, a P, (cos 0) 0s 1 
a0 

(I = 1, 2, . . .) 

v&, 0) (w = r++*) [ P, (cos 0) e, - L!Pl(cosB)e, 1 (I = 
1+ii% 

0, 1,2, , , .) 

p&, e) = ++l dlP, (COS e) e, - 7, 2 P, (cog 0) 
ae 

e0 1 (1 = 0, 1, 2, . . .) 

qlok e) = ++ 
C 
P, (COS e) e, + T a ’ a P, (cos 0) e0 1 (I = 1, 2, . . .) 

Here p, are th’e normalized Legendre polynomials 

Ql = 2P ;;;; P) 1 , pl = (P - ‘J2: z I’ + 1) (p = I- 20 ) 

,1=(i-PP)l+3-P a = 
1 

la (1 - P) 
2(* -ca) (1.2) 

’ 
--U+P)-2 

(21 + 3) (1 + 1) (21 - 1) l (1 + 1) 
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The transfer formulas (*) which express exterior .solutlons again In terms 
of exterior solutions, and transfer formulas for the Interior solutions are 
found In a manner analogous to that shown In Cl], but In this case the fol- 
to&ng)transfer formulas for the spherical functions are employed (see [3]) 

. 
Pl (cos 0,) 

h > d) 

b 
1+1 

= ; ‘k (;Tl’l) &’ 1! (kk’ 1)1 

&=I h 

1 

rlPl (cos (3,) = 2 rskPk (cos e,) dl-k k (1 fl k), 
k=o 

As a result we obtain 

k=l 
1 

k=l 

(1.3) 

(1.4) 
p&, 0,) = 2 $Lkd'-kPko h 4) + 2 qkdl-*+* $0 h %I 

k=o k=l 
where 

k! e+ U! 
J%k = 11 (a - I)! ’ X’k = (k-i)! (I - k)l ’ 

(k + Q1 
“lk = (1 + i)! (k - l)! ’ %k = 

l! 
k! (1 - k)! 

(k + N! 
‘lk = I! (k - 2 + I)!. 

(1 - PI W + 5Z+ k + 3) + 21 (pl + 1 + 1) 
(2l + i) (2k - 5) (4P - i) (k - 1 + 2) 

+ 

+ 2 (pk + 2~ + k + 3) (k + 2) 
(k - 1 + 2) (W + 16k + 15) 1 
I! 

@lk = 
(p - 1) (21k - 31 + k - 1) 

(k - i)! (1 - k +_i)! (21 + 1) (2k + 3) + 

+(21+ 2 (1 3)(21 $ 1) + (Pl i)(Z + 

2 

- + k+ PI 

2 - k - - - 
2)- (2k- (pk 1) (2k-3) p (1 2) -k+ (k 2) 2) 1 

2. Consider a boundary value problem of the static theory of elasticity 
for a sphere with a nonconcentric spherical cavity (Flg.l), with the follow- 
ing boundary conditions In spherical coordinates. 

On the sphere 1 (uniform compression of the sphere by a given normal 
force) 

cl tT =lYXlst=p, =r0 = uw =o (2.1) 

on the sphere 2 (free surface) 

u IT = U,@=b,* =o (2.2) 

*) These formulas were derived by Ts.A. Kapellm. 



Rearing In mind the axial synrmetry of the problem we will 
tlon (the displacement vector) in the form 

Note The coefficients of 
are set equai to zero, since the 

I+ and &,, 
denom nators P 

of those eolutlons vanish. 

We shall require that the boundary condltlons 
be satlafled (remembering that In the axlsym- 
metrical solutions aW 3 0). 
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seek the solu- 

Fig. 1 In order to eatlefy the boundary conditions 
on sphere 1, we transfer U completely to the 
variables r, and e, . Using the transfer formulas (1.3) and changing the 
order of sumatlon we obtain 

el) 28-l V&+'D~ (rl>d) (2.4) 

k==l I=1 kho 

Now, let UI require that 

u rr = Pv tqg =o 

I=0 

for r1 = RI (2.5) 

where Urr and $0 are computed by the well-known fomIlaS ( I Is the modu- 
lus of elasticity) 

E 

( 

aI4 
urn== - -!-+a divu 

i+u ar l--20 ) 
, (I,~=\ & (f!!$-!!+~$) 

r 
(2.6) 

Noting that [l] 

Pl dlvq,=-, 
,I+1 

dlv vl,,= 0, div plo= P,rl, div qIO= 0 (2.71 

and making use of (1.11, (2.6) and (2.71, from the boundary conditions (2.5) 
we obtain 

k+[ot+ l)ak++-&++~&+~ -!-- - @k)X 

x dk-’ Rs’+l %kCl - 

’ dk-’ RI’+’ 

RI&+’ 
2 Rt+8 ‘lkDl = bk 

* I=0 (2.8) 

~(p---1)+2k(p--i)+p Ak+k--i 
(2) + 3) (k + i) ‘TBk+ 2 

’ (p - i) k’ + i $r-‘RJ+l n,kC, ,+ 

lsl k(2k - 1) Rlk+’ 

+ .$ k+2 c+‘R+ 
_-- 

&k-+1 q” 
v,~D, = 0 (k = 0, 1, 2, . . .) 
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where 

(2.9) 

7 an analogous procedure (but using the transfer formulas (1.4) in this 
case , from the boundary conditions on sphere 2 

=rr = =,e = 0 for r, = R, (2.10) 

we obtain 

i a 
k+21--20 (- 

O" (k x R$;,_k qlkAl+ x -d! d'-k+B (k - 1) d’-’ 

l_k_l(k + 2) ~1’ R,-(*-r-a) 
OlkAl+ f$ 

l,_k(k + 2) R1’-’ R,-(k-‘) 
xlxB, =0 

(2.U) 

O” k’(P #+,+ 3 --)+a(P--)+P d14 

l=k 
(2k + 3) (k + i) R/ R,-k A1”k + 

O” k_ 1 &k+O 
+z--- 

,=k_l k RI’R,-(~-“) 
glk,.$ + $ (k - i)d’-k 

I~ &‘“RS-(k-a) ‘lkB1 = ’ 
(k = 0, 1, 2, . . .) 

Formulas (2.8) and (2.11) furnish an Infinite system of linear algebraic 
equations for the determination of the unknown coefficients A,,B,,Cl and D,. 

Note 1. To obtain equations which correspond to k = 0 , one should 
set k = 0 ln the system, and discard the expressions which become meanlng- 
less for k - 0 , also bearing ln mind that we have set: 
very beginning (see Note after (2.3)). 

& = C, = 0 from the 

Note 2. Itlseaayto ses thatthesystem (2.8),(2.11) doesnot ccntainths 
coef f lcient B, , since the factors at B, (k -1) become zero. Choosing B 
rlly, from Formula (2.3) we obtain solutions which differ by a cons ant vec- c 

arbltra- 

tor, since B Is the coefficient of 
Qlo= 0 ). This 1 s consistent with tne t 

= const (It follows from (1.1) that 
act that the solution of our bound- 

ary value problem Se unique up to an additive constant. 

Deslgnatlng the linear combinations of coefficients A,,B,,C, and D, , 
appearing outside of the susmzitlon signs, by 

~~9 Q+~, Q+~’ ++s (k = ‘A 1, 2, . . 4, 

we obtain a system In canonical form 

00 

xk+x ‘kl’l = bk (k = 0, I, 2, . . .) 

Let us show that 

First we note that (see [41) 

m k 00 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 
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provided that 
u1 > 0, u, > 0, u*+%c,<~ (2.45) 

If we make a designation 

d - = Ul, 

RI 
RI =u, 
Rl 

the inequalities (2.15) will be satisfied and the coefficients In our system 
will differ from the expressions under the double .sumnatlon signs ln the 
equalities (2.14) by bounded factors only. Therefore, the following will be 
true 

5 i i ck[ 1 < OQ 
k=o 14 

Hence, (2.13) Is also satisfied. Thus the matrix of coefficients cLI of 
the system under consideration Is a completely continuous operutor In the 
Iillbert space lo . It follows from (2.9) that the absolute term bk also 
belongs to that space. Hence, the Fredholm’s alternative Is valid for the 
system (2.8),(2.11). However, In view of Note 2, the corresponding homoge- 
neous system, which is obtained for p = 0 , i.e. for zero boundary condl- 
tions (see (2.1) and (2.2)), can only have a trivial solution. 

Hence It follows that the system (2.8).,(2.11) has the unique bounded solu- 
tion for arbitrary right-hand sides. This. solution can be found by the meth- 
od of truncation or reduction, and also by the method of successive approxl- 
mations (see [4], where the last statement Is proved for an analogous sys- 
tem) . 

The proof that the series in (2.3) converge and give the solution of the 
boundary value problem under consideration Is carried out In the manner 
similar to that of [ lj , 

The boundary value problems for the same domain with more general boundary 
conditions csn be solved In an analogous way (see (2.2) In cl]). 

The author wishes to express his gratitude to S.M. Belonosov for sugges- 
ting the above topic and for the discussion of the paper, and to A.M. Rodov 
for-valuable sugg&tlons In writing It. 
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